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scams (http://www.scam.com/index.php)  

-   MLM / Pyramid Scams (http://www.scam.com/forumdisplay.php?f=11)  

-   -   Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 

(http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=14273)  

 

 

Soapboxmom 02-07-2007 03:21 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jack W./Scammer, 

 

If you would quit putting your refferal link up, which is clearly against the rules then maybe we 

could finish our lovely little discussion. Lose the refferal link and have a real debate, boy! I think 

there are a lot more issues surrounding Advantage Conferences that need to be addressed. See 

you around, lad! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Soapboxmom 02-07-2007 07:27 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by BIGfranky75  

the speakers at the AC conferences are JOKES! the speakers are the relatives of the AC top 

dogs!!! tim darnells DAD?!?!?! are you serious jack? do you have any relatives that are 

scheduled to speak? are your uncles attending? let me guess.... you are one of the speakers?  

 

i couldnt believe it when i saw that tim darnell's own FATHER was one of the "coveted AC 

speakers".... what an absolute embarrassment...how can you say that it is worth $10,000 to 

hear from a man that obviously FAILED miserably when it came to raising his own son?!?!?! 

assuming of course that he wanted to raise a morally upright, honest, ethical business man..... 

instead of someone who has been documented as working with thieves, convicted felons and 
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pedophiles! a man that has been caught in lie after lie... 

 

seriously Jack, how can you even look at yourself in the mirror? you should be ashamed of 

yourself. we are talking about peoples life savings here, Jack!  

 

shame on you. shame... 

 

Dr. David Darnell leads hour prayer sessions to begin each day of the conference---As in let the 

brainwashing begin. He and Tim were partners in scamming crime for many years before 

Advantage Conferences. Together they formed Portfolio Marketing Group as an entity to rep for 

various MLMs. Tim got sued by a client of Tru Dynamics around this time and that is when he 

decided the Texas courts had no jurisdiction over him and he was not a citizen as the Affidavit 

reflects. Of course when he decided to sue the Better Business Bureau and Dr. Jon Taylor then 

these same courts, all of a sudden, had juridsiction.  

 

I am sure Tim is the scammer he is today thanks to the influence of his father. I just can't believe 

his church still allows him to teach adult Sunday school classes knowing what he is doing. 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

JackWeinzierl 02-07-2007 08:41 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Soapboxmom, thanks for the insight. Was it you or Bigfrankly or wishyouknew who had my 

other username banned? That's the American way. Attack someone like myself, provide no 

specific proof, throw in lies about my wife and others, and then get the only person here who 

does not hide behind a screen name banned.  

 

Bigfranky, Dr. David Darnell was not one of our millionaire mentors at the conferences. You 

guys want to spin anything you can stretch to serve your sad purpose. Dr. Darnell is a pastor of 

over 50 years and he started each day out right in the Word of God. He was a blessing to anyone 

who attended. That fact that you and SoapBoxMom would stoop that low should tell those 

interested in the truth where you are all coming from. Fear and hatred. So very sad indeed. 

 

Soapboxmom 02-07-2007 09:09 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by JackWeinzierl  

Soapboxmom, thanks for the insight. Was it you or Bigfrankly or wishyouknew who had my 



other username banned? That's the American way. Attack someone like myself, provide no 

specific proof, throw in lies about my wife and others, and then get the only person here who 

does not hide behind a screen name banned.  

 

Bigfranky, Dr. David Darnell was not one of our millionaire mentors at the conferences. You 

guys want to spin anything you can stretch to serve your sad purpose. Dr. Darnell is a pastor of 

over 50 years and he started each day out right in the Word of God. He was a blessing to 

anyone who attended. That fact that you and SoapBoxMom would stoop that low should tell 

those interested in the truth where you are all coming from. Fear and hatred. So very sad 

indeed. 

 

Welcome back scammer. You might try reading the forum rules. Your use of refferal links in 

your endlessly repetitive post are the reason you got banned, I suspect. BIGfranky, 

Wishyouknew and I are not moderators and have no control over that.  

 

The only one bereft of proof is you, lad. The court documents, the postings of AC and its reps 

and the calculator agree with me, boy. You are just in a snit because we truthtellers are sinking 

you boat. Advantage Conferences is going the way of the All-Star Titanic. I challenge you to 

point out what we scambusters have said that you disagree with and refute it with cold hard facts, 

boy. Refute what the Better Business Bureau said and while you are at it disprove anything in 

that fine Houston Press article by our friend Craig Malisow. You have yet to do anything but 

clearly demonstrate your recruits have been suckered in by your lies and misrepresentations.  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

BIGfranky75 02-07-2007 05:10 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by JackWeinzierl  

Soapboxmom, thanks for the insight. Was it you or Bigfrankly or wishyouknew who had my 

other username banned? That's the American way. Attack someone like myself, provide no 

specific proof, throw in lies about my wife and others, and then get the only person here who 

does not hide behind a screen name banned.  

 

Bigfranky, Dr. David Darnell was not one of our millionaire mentors at the conferences. You 

guys want to spin anything you can stretch to serve your sad purpose. Dr. Darnell is a pastor of 

over 50 years and he started each day out right in the Word of God. He was a blessing to 

anyone who attended. That fact that you and SoapBoxMom would stoop that low should tell 

those interested in the truth where you are all coming from. Fear and hatred. So very sad 

indeed. 

 



oh Jack, dont flatter yourself! why would any of us get you banned? we love it when you come 

here.... it gives our viewpoints/posts credibility. why else would you come here to refute what we 

were saying if it wasnt true? 

 

and dont dispair.... i have been banned before myself. though for different reasons... i was 

wrongfully banned and was apologized to when my username was reinstated. you were banned 

because you were essentially spamming the AC threads with the same 

ridiculously/embarrasingly long posts that all had referral links in them.... you cant do that. stop 

posting the links to your websites.... forum rules clearly do not allow that. and stop spamming! 

 

so rest assured that SBM, wishyouknew, and myself didnt have you banned! it is clearly not in 

our best interest as scambusters.... it is in our favor that you come on here.... your behavior 

usually proves our points for us! 

 

BIGfranky75 02-07-2007 05:15 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

Dr. David Darnell leads hour prayer sessions to begin each day of the conference---As in let 

the brainwashing begin. He and Tim were partners in scamming crime for many years before 

Advantage Conferences. Together they formed Portfolio Marketing Group as an entity to rep 

for various MLMs. Tim got sued by a client of Tru Dynamics around this time and that is when 

he decided the Texas courts had no jurisdiction over him and he was not a citizen as the 

Affidavit reflects. Of course when he decided to sue the Better Business Bureau and Dr. Jon 

Taylor then these same courts, all of a sudden, had juridsiction.  

 

I am sure Tim is the scammer he is today thanks to the influence of his father. I just can't 

believe his church still allows him to teach adult Sunday school classes knowing what he is 

doing. 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

OMIGOSH!!! tim darnell is allowed to supervise children?!?!!? that is truly scary. does the 

church know what kind of people that he surrounds himself with and what kind of influence that 

they may have on his judgement?  

 

any true Christian church wouldnt allow that to happen.... they must not know what kind of 

business he has been up to, how he has lied to, and stolen from, innocent people.... etc, etc... 

 

now that is sad... poor kids. 

 



CuriousinDallas 02-07-2007 07:55 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by BIGfranky75  

the speakers at the AC conferences are JOKES! the speakers are the relatives of the AC top 

dogs!!! tim darnells DAD?!?!?! are you serious jack? do you have any relatives that are 

scheduled to speak? are your uncles attending? let me guess.... you are one of the speakers?  

 

i couldnt believe it when i saw that tim darnell's own FATHER was one of the "coveted AC 

speakers".... what an absolute embarrassment...how can you say that it is worth $10,000 to 

hear from a man that obviously FAILED miserably when it came to raising his own son?!?!?! 

assuming of course that he wanted to raise a morally upright, honest, ethical business man..... 

instead of someone who has been documented as working with thieves, convicted felons and 

pedophiles! a man that has been caught in lie after lie... 

 

seriously Jack, how can you even look at yourself in the mirror? you should be ashamed of 

yourself. we are talking about peoples life savings here, Jack!  

 

shame on you. shame... 

 

I had not planned on coming back on here, but I felt i had to say something to correct the info 

given in a tirade by Big franky. BF you really are shooting yourself and your 'case' (I use the 

term loosely) against AC in the foot with dumb, reckless comments like the one highlighted in 

red. I happen to know for a fact that several of the speakers (Darnell's dad was the conference 

chaplain not a speaker) are bonafide multi-millionaires. they may all be, but i'm commenting on 

the ones I know OF personally.One of them made millions in insurance. Another is the founder 

of one of the largest car battery companies in the country. Hardly 'jokes' wouldn't you say!! If 

those folks are jokes, I'd pay ten grand to listen to their punch lines any day! LOL!! 

 

My point here is that the more you folks bleat on here with personal attacks and groundless 

ignorant comments like the one above, the less convincing you become. In fact It makes me want 

to reconsider whether I was right in my criticism of AC at all. While it is my belief that the 

business model is faulty and you shouldn't put a price tag on God's wisdom, a different 

perspective is placed on the whole issue when viewed through the lens of Scripture and the Holy 

Spirit. You folks (wyk, SBM and BF etc.) appear to be using emotion and feelings as your guide 

without real facts to base them on. You certainly use emotion in your 'prose'! 

 

As to Jack Weinzierl, from what I've been told by people who know him and by reading the 

posting on here and between the lines, he has others' best interests at heart. In other words, 

looking at it through the third lens so to speak, I don't see a scammer. I see someone who is 

undoubtedly successful and is bent on fulfilling the tasks and grasping the opportunities given 

him by the Almighty. While I may disagree with him in certain areas, he and I see eye to eye in 



our committments to further God's Kingdom. Jack will do it in his way and I will do it in mine. 

 

I am the poster he is referring to and I make no apologies for doing so. I did apologize to him in 

a PM. We agreed to disagree on the paths we are both taking but I acknowledge him as a brother 

in Christ and my prayers are with him. I do not believe he is a scammer and neither do I believe 

that AC was set up as one. I believe they have the best interests of folks at heart.  

 

I don't plan on returning after this post and doubtless my ears will be burning. I'll be the first to 

admit when I'm wrong about someone and the first to address that person accordingly. 

 

In fact and I know this will stir the pot, I wouldn't mind hooking up with you one of these days 

Jack, I have a feeling that it would be time well spent - maybe at that Star Bucks WYK was 

talking about. LOL!! 

 

Have fun amigos,  

 

Adios!! 

 

 

 

P.S. BF, I think you came off your medication too early. Sounds like you need to take another 

sabbatical! LOL!! 

 

yossarian 02-07-2007 10:42 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

In fact It makes me want to reconsider whether I was right in my criticism of AC at all. While it 

is my belief that the business model is faulty and you shouldn't put a price tag on God's wisdom, 

a different perspective is placed on the whole issue when viewed through the lens of Scripture 

and the Holy Spirit. 

 

 

I respect your spirit, Curious. You obviously have a good attitude about life in general. 

 

However, with regard to AC, people like you are prime targets for their scam. You look for the 

best in people (an admirable trait, for sure) and people like Tim and Jack make their fortunes 

preying upon the naivete of pure-spirited people. The only difference between them and blatant 

crooks like Benny Hinn is that their methods are more suffistocated. 

 

Please, make no mistake... AC is a scam, and they know exactly what they're doing. It is an 



obvious fact, and the law will catch up to them eventually. They will have plenty of time to pray 

to their God of the Almighty Dollar from behind the steel reinforced bars. 

 

Soapboxmom 02-07-2007 10:46 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by yossarian  

I respect your spirit, Curious. You obviously have a good attitude about life in general. 

 

However, with regard to AC, people like you are a prime target for their scam. You look for the 

best in people (an admirable trait, for sure) and people like Tim and Jack make their fortunes 

preying upon the naivete of pure-spirited people.  

 

Please, make no mistake... AC is a scam, and they know exactly what they're doing. It is an 

obvious fact, and the law will catch up to them eventually. They will have plenty of time to pray 

to their God of the Almighty Dollar from behind the steel reinforced bars. 

 

Excellent post! I agree wholeheartedly. Frankly, I think Jack knows the identity of our friend 

Curious and he may fear litigation. 

 

Jacko, look below. I used the showpost feature. It is so easy even a housewife can do it. 

 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?p=3...postcount=2142 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Wishyouknew 02-07-2007 11:07 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

CouriousInDallas, 

 

I do not at all let Emotion get in the way of facts. The fact of the matter is, that I have been lied 

to by Tim Darnell many Times!  

 

I don't understand how you can side with Jack W. after reading the article from the Houston 

Press and other testimonials againts them.. 

 

Advantage Conferences prays on people with Low Self Esteems and Naive Christians who need 

people to talk to.  

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?p=330052&postcount=2142


 

Yes, some of the speakers that Advantage Conferences has are good people. But, still would not 

pay money to listen to them speak about things we have all heard before. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-07-2007 11:37 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

ARG! :mad:  

 

i just had a very long, detailed response to CID's post and i lost it!!!! (technical problems?!?!) 

color me frustrated! 

 

let me get back to work on it.... more to come.... 

 

BIGfranky75 02-08-2007 12:55 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

okay folks.... let me try to recreate my response that i lost to a computer crash... good news for 

you guys is that it will be much shorter! and PLEASE... understand that my comments are not 

meant to be insulting in any way... all of my comments are sincere. 

 

first off, let me say that i am sick for CID.... his post made me very sad. i honestly feel bad for 

him, personally, i felt that the post came across as a very desperate person who feels foolish for 

being duped by the AC scam and was trying to convince himself that he didnt spend $10,000 to 

go see a motivational conference. 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

I had not planned on coming back on here, but I felt i had to say something to correct the info 

given in a tirade by Big franky. BF you really are shooting yourself and your 'case' (I use the 

term loosely) against AC in the foot with dumb, reckless comments like the one highlighted in 

red. I happen to know for a fact that several of the speakers (Darnell's dad was the conference 

chaplain not a speaker) are bonafide multi-millionaires. they may all be, but i'm commenting on 

the ones I know OF personally.One of them made millions in insurance. Another is the founder 

of one of the largest car battery companies in the country. 

 

first off, i think that this is one of the inherent problems with the AC business... it claims to be 

Christian, yet all it is focused on is MONEY! listen folks... i am telling you, whenever the focus 

of a ministry is the "prosperity gospel" there should be major red flags waiving! a person does 

not have to be rich to impart wisdom! i never said that the speakers werent millionaires...  

 



let me say that i could care less if the speakers are millionaires! it doesnt matter.... the problem 

here is two fold.... the use of faith in trying to build a network marketing (or any for that matter) 

business is abhorent to me... and i think that it is un-Christian in its very essence.  

 

secondly, there is no reason for a conference of ANY kind to be $10,000!!!! seriously people, 

doesnt that alone send off your "scam alarm" buzzing like crazy?!?!? think about that. 

 

i have been in business (network marketing and otherwise) for many years. i have been to many 

conferences, motivational, business, leadership, spiritual, relationships... you name the topic, i 

have been to a conference that focused on it!  

 

i have seen many well-known speakers, some of which were best-sellers, some of which were 

successful businessmen, one of which was actually a former President of the United States! all of 

which were multi-millionaires! (if that is something that is so important to you!) 

 

Some of these conferences that i have attended had speakers that gave a Christian-based message 

(Zig Ziglar, John Maxwell, Myles Munroe, etc.), while others were more generic (Tony Robbins, 

Suze Orman, Jack Canfield, Donald Trump, Robert Kiyosaki, etc.)... i have attended live 

conferences where all of the above spoke... i have been within 100 feet or closer to all of the 

above speakers (meaning that they were actually in attendence, not speaking via tele-prompter)... 

and i have NEVER come close to spending $10,000 on any of those conferences! not even 

close!!!! usually these 2 or 3 day conferences are priced in the $200 to $800 range.... once i paid 

i think almost $1,000....  

 

actually... a few years back, my wife and i attended a Christian leadership conference in the 

bahamas... it was presented by Myles Munroe (who is a well-known Christian, best-selling 

author, expert on leadership) ministries and there were many well-known, best-selling speakers. 

it was in a beautiful resort, did i mention it was in the BAHAMAS!? our trip cost for 

travel/airfare, conference cost, lodging and food was less than $7,000!!!! that was for 2 

people!!!! the conference was 4 days! does this put things in perspective?!?!?!? the $10,000 

price-tag is OUT OF LINE.... it is a rip-off any which way you slice and dice it. there is no way 

anyone can convince me otherwise... 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

While it is my belief that the business model is faulty and you shouldn't put a price tag on God's 

wisdom, a different perspective is placed on the whole issue when viewed through the lens of 

Scripture and the Holy Spirit. You folks (wyk, SBM and BF etc.) appear to be using emotion 

and feelings as your guide without real facts to base them on. You certainly use emotion in your 

'prose'! 

 

CID... i couldnt agree with you more! God's wisdom is PRICELESS!!! but, lets think about this 

now...a Bible, which holds all of the Wisdom you need (because there is no more to God's 

Word), can cost you as little as $1 or $2. 



 

come to think of it, and i am glad that i now had my technical difficulties earlier because this was 

not in my initial post i wrote earlier.... i just thought of it now... 

 

SHould you want further knowledge of God's Word? i received My Masters of Arts in 

Theological Studies from a well-known, fully accredited, highly respected seminary for about 

$14,000. that is 2 years of face-to-face (classroom setting, this was not an online program) 

biblical teaching for 2 full years that came with a DEGREE at the end of it for only $4,000 more 

than an AC conference?!?!!? dont you see something wrong with the AC picture? 

 

also, CID... be careful my friend! dont you think for a minute that others on this thread are not 

looking at this opportunity through prayerful eyes! i will be the first to say that this thread has 

gotten somewhat vitriolic, and yes, there are some heated emotional comments made.... but 

others, including myself, feel led by God to expose AC for the obvious scam that it is and to help 

steer others from falling for it. dont make the mistake of thinking that others are not looking at 

this through the "lens of the Holy Spirit" i have prayed fervently about my involvment in this and 

other threads all over the internet.... dont think just because i have made some "questionable" 

decision making with my comments that i am any less Christian than you. 

 

we are people... and none of us are perfect.... have i gone a little too far at times? certainly.... but 

so have many... not that makes it right, but i am just putting things in perspective here. i am sure 

that Jack would be the first one to say that he has posted some things that he shouldnt or has 

made some comments that he wished he didnt and knew better.... you know why i know that? 

because he is human! we all are... we're all sinners, right? we all fall short of His glory.... all we 

can do is repent and move on.  

 

also... the business model is more than faulty... it is immoral and unethical.... at best. i had been 

involved with MLM for many years... and finally, after being convicted by the Holy Spirit, i let it 

all go... a fairly lucrative income... i let it go.... to me, the money wasnt worth my integrity and 

knowing that i was introducing people into a business model where the odds were stacked 

against them... 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

As to Jack Weinzierl, from what I've been told by people who know him and by reading the 

posting on here and between the lines, he has others' best interests at heart. 

 

look, from personal experience.... someone with the best of intentions can be led astray.... it can 

happen to ANYONE! for all i know, Jack may have started out thinking that this was about 

ministry.... i am sorry, it is no longer about that.... a ministry wherein a person is charged 

$10,000 to utilize? that simply isnt Christian. i dont care what anyone says. that is more about 

money than God. prove to me otherwise... 



Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

I am the poster he is referring to and I make no apologies for doing so. I did apologize to him in 

a PM. 

 

i sort of figured as such.... as you havent posted for a while when you were one of the "top-dogs" 

when it came to being anti-AC.... then you dissappeared. it didnt take too many detective skills to 

figure it out after Jack made that comment.... SBM can vouch for me on that... i PMed her with 

my prediction before your announcement. 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

I don't plan on returning after this post and doubtless my ears will be burning. I'll be the first to 

admit when I'm wrong about someone and the first to address that person accordingly. 

 

and what would you be wrong about here? because i got heated you were wrong about Jack...? 

that makes no sense. you sound as if you need to learn to formulate your own opinions and make 

up your own mind my friend. 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

In fact and I know this will stir the pot, I wouldn't mind hooking up with you one of these days 

Jack, I have a feeling that it would be time well spent - maybe at that Star Bucks WYK was 

talking about. LOL!! 

 

honestly, just PLEASE be careful..... seriously.... i would reconsider if i were you. 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

P.S. BF, I think you came off your medication too early. Sounds like you need to take another 

sabbatical! LOL!! 

 

and that was just a blatant personal insult.... your comment is every bit as insulting as anything 

that i have posted.... not that i care, i just wanted to point out the hypocrisy of your post... thats 

all. 

 

CID, i meant what i wrote to you via PM.... God Bless you. 

 



Soapboxmom 02-08-2007 04:44 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Scammer Jack, 

 

Pastor Aaron Weinzierl's AC page no longer exists. Can't even keep your own family in your 

scam, huh? How much money did they lose before that branch of the Weinzierl family threw in 

the towel? Did they hear from God or develop a conscience and refuse to bilk any more folks out 

of their life savings?  

 

The AC reps have been dropping like flies lately haven't they? AC losing their frivolous suits 

and the scambusters here posting the facts about that are sinking your boat aren't they Jack? You 

are still having trouble coming to the table with any facts now aren't you, lad?  

 

I see you still haven't scheduled you April Conference in Dallas. That is only 2 months away. 

Any reps-you don't have any retail customers remember-need some notice to get cheaper fare 

tickets. Oh, wait! Maybe you scammers haven't sold enough tickets to get a hotel to give you the 

conference room without an exhorbitant charge.  

 

Remember with 300 reps you need 300 x 14 sales to make $100,000 for each rep as they are still 

told to be expecting on AC pages. That would be 4200 sales this year. Then 4200 x 14 = 

58,800.....823,200....11,524,800.....161,347,200.. ...That would take a lot more than 2 

conferences a year, right boys? And, we hear the reps are jumping ship by the boatload. 

 

Timmy must still be trying to figure out how to pay all the lawsuit expenses for Advantage 

Conferences and the winning parties the Better Business Bureau/Dr. Jon Taylor as the judge 

ordered. Has Tim Darnell paid as the judge ordered or has he filed an appeal? God did say to 

Timmy that he would prevail, so he claims.  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

JackWeinzierl 02-08-2007 06:09 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

CuriousinDallas, once again, I appreciate your post. We still disagree on our business model, but 

you do so in a respectful way. Now, Soapboxmom will pile on with the rest of her posse. It takes 

courage to do what you did. I pray that the Holy Spirit convicts some of the hate-filled posters 

here.  

 

Continue to be blessed to be a blessing.  

 

I read through Yossarian, SBM and BigFranky's posts. I am saddened for you. You are so 

incredibly misguided, there is nothing anyone can say to get through to you. You wonder why 



we don't have hundreds of reps attacking you. That is not what we are about, nor will they invest 

their precious time on a site like this. I have already invested to much myself. Too funny that you 

continue to bash my good name and have provided nothing, nada to back it up.  

 

BigFranky for the last time, they are not paying that for just one conference. It shows your 

complete disregard for the truth. Folks can look at our full value proposition in previous posts. 

 

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

I had not planned on coming back on here, but I felt i had to say something to correct the info 

given in a tirade by Big franky. BF you really are shooting yourself and your 'case' (I use the 

term loosely) against AC in the foot with dumb, reckless comments like the one highlighted in 

red. I happen to know for a fact that several of the speakers (Darnell's dad was the conference 

chaplain not a speaker) are bonafide multi-millionaires. they may all be, but i'm commenting on 

the ones I know OF personally.One of them made millions in insurance. Another is the founder 

of one of the largest car battery companies in the country. Hardly 'jokes' wouldn't you say!! If 

those folks are jokes, I'd pay ten grand to listen to their punch lines any day! LOL!! 

 

My point here is that the more you folks bleat on here with personal attacks and groundless 

ignorant comments like the one above, the less convincing you become. In fact It makes me 

want to reconsider whether I was right in my criticism of AC at all. While it is my belief that the 

business model is faulty and you shouldn't put a price tag on God's wisdom, a different 

perspective is placed on the whole issue when viewed through the lens of Scripture and the 

Holy Spirit. You folks (wyk, SBM and BF etc.) appear to be using emotion and feelings as your 

guide without real facts to base them on. You certainly use emotion in your 'prose'! 

 

As to Jack Weinzierl, from what I've been told by people who know him and by reading the 

posting on here and between the lines, he has others' best interests at heart. In other words, 

looking at it through the third lens so to speak, I don't see a scammer. I see someone who is 

undoubtedly successful and is bent on fulfilling the tasks and grasping the opportunities given 

him by the Almighty. While I may disagree with him in certain areas, he and I see eye to eye in 

our committments to further God's Kingdom. Jack will do it in his way and I will do it in mine. 

 

I am the poster he is referring to and I make no apologies for doing so. I did apologize to him in 

a PM. We agreed to disagree on the paths we are both taking but I acknowledge him as a 

brother in Christ and my prayers are with him. I do not believe he is a scammer and neither do 

I believe that AC was set up as one. I believe they have the best interests of folks at heart.  

 

I don't plan on returning after this post and doubtless my ears will be burning. I'll be the first to 

admit when I'm wrong about someone and the first to address that person accordingly. 

 

In fact and I know this will stir the pot, I wouldn't mind hooking up with you one of these days 



Jack, I have a feeling that it would be time well spent - maybe at that Star Bucks WYK was 

talking about. LOL!! 

 

Have fun amigos,  

 

Adios!! 

 

 

 

P.S. BF, I think you came off your medication too early. Sounds like you need to take another 

sabbatical! LOL!! 

 
 

 

Soapboxmom 02-08-2007 06:45 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by JackWeinzierl  

CuriousinDallas, once again, I appreciate your post. We still disagree on our business model, 

but you do so in a respectful way. Now, Soapboxmom will pile on with the rest of her posse. It 

takes courage to do what you did. I pray that the Holy Spirit convicts some of the hate-filled 

posters here.  

 

Continue to be blessed to be a blessing.  

 

I read through Yossarian, SBM and BigFranky's posts. I am saddened for you. You are so 

incredibly misguided, there is nothing anyone can say to get through to you. You wonder why 

we don't have hundreds of reps attacking you. That is not what we are about, nor will they 

invest their precious time on a site like this. I have already invested to much myself. Too funny 

that you continue to bash my good name and have provided nothing, nada to back it up.  

 

BigFranky for the last time, they are not paying that for just one conference. It shows your 

complete disregard for the truth. Folks can look at our full value proposition in previous posts. 

 

If you had a good name and weren't involved in this egregious scam you wouldn't be the topic 

here, scammer. You are the one who provides nothing to back up what you say. Refute what I 

have posted, what is in the court documents and what was written by Craig Malisow the very 

talented writer for the Houston Press. Facts now my, boy. The only hate here is your hate of the 

truth being exposed. 

 

Pray that you will find some way to explain why you have destoyed the lives of countless reps 

with your lies. Explain how these hundreds of reps are going to recoup their life savings you 



finessed them out of with your bogus opportunity. Folks reading here can see you don't come to 

the table with any facts or address the issues we have brought up. There is good reason why the 

judge laughed you boys out the court and that explains why your AC ship is foundering. I have 

only brought the facts to the forefront. You just can't hide the truth about AC and Tim Darnell 

the serial scammer anymore. 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

JackWeinzierl 02-08-2007 07:14 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

You are one sad, misguided soul, SoapBoxMom. I have posted repeatly about our value 

proposition and what we do to ensure that people looking for a get rich quick scheme stay away 

from our company. That fact that the company could not prove its case as plaintiff is quite 

simply a non-issue. I won't even go there as it has absolutely no impact on our business and 

offering and I am an independent representative and I am honored to be so. Continue down your 

hate-filled rampage. It is your choice and so is success. Choose wisely. 

 

JackWeinzierl 02-08-2007 07:22 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

This was posted awhile back, but those on this thread refuse to recognize the value proposition 

offered by Advantage Conferences. There is no debate there. A person, like the millionaire I met 

with this afternoon, recognizes the value of ongoing entrepreneurial mentoring, or they don't. 

Most who spend their days and nights on scam.com simply do not.  

 

I understand that few here understand, nor will recognize the value of this product offering an 

ongoing mentoring and you can have that opinion. To call it is scam and to level personal attacks 

on everyone who disagrees with you including hundreds who love the mentoring in their lives is 

simply ignorant and irresponsible.  

 

The Advantage Conferences Product: 

Ongoing Mindset Mentoring for Business People and Entrepreneurs… 

Dynamic mentoring is delivered through a variety of excellent training products and is 

appropriate for any and all enterprising people and business owners. Powerful and stimulating, 

Advantage Conferences is the 

Company and Product that is effectively impacting lives world-wide! 

 

AC Products 

■ The Millionaire Mindset Conference — Flagship Product 

Produced twice annually in the Spring and Fall, Millionaire Mindset Conferences are truly life-

impacting experiences. At each event, six Multimillionaires are interviewed live by Advantage 

Conferences President, 



Tim Darnell. Each of these mega-successful, carefully selected individuals share from the heart 

incredible stories, life-lessons, and success secrets in intense, sometimes emotional, ninety (90+) 

minute sessions. This life-changing, unforgettable experience provides the atmosphere, content, 

and relationships that will invigorate your thinking and vision for enterprising people like none 

other. MMC-IV purchase includes tickets for both the primary purchaser and spouse. MMC-IV 

purchase also includes the full President’s Package as part of the price — an astounding value in 

AC’s highly impactful mentoring products! 

 

■ Millionaire Mindset Tele-Mentoring 

Live, hour-long mentoring sessions from Christian Millionaires and 

trainers revealing crucial success secrets each week — calls that are 

refreshing, inspirational, challenging, insightful and empowering. 

Attendees gain new perspectives necessary for the successful management and growth of any 

enterprise. Take your business to the next level through this ongoing and stimulating Tele-

Mentoring Training. MM Telementoring may be purchased separately, or it is included with 

MMC purchases. Tele-Mentoring purchasers may also purchase a Personalized Marketing 

Website that contains multiple, archived MMTM calls that can be listened to at any time, 

especially convenient for those whose schedules conflict with the live call time. 

 

■ Millionaire Mindset Collection©—Edition I & Edition II 

Ten, hour-long recorded audio discs of Tim Darnell’s Millionaire Mindset 

Tele-Mentoring Calls packaged in two separate collections to use in the car or 

office. These highly impactful recordings can be listened to again and again to 

capture the essence of Tim Darnell’s powerful faith-based training on successful business 

ownership, marketing, and sales. 

 

■ NEW FOR INTERNATIONAL REPS! — Entrepreneurs and business people can now access 

powerful Mindset Mentoring and advice from Multimillionaires regarding business and life 

success in the comfort of their own home. 

 

Wealth of Knowledge©—Over 10 hours of business insight on DVD —the 

personal stories, lessons, and most importantly, the hearts of seven (7) highly 

successful Millionaires regarding significant life events and the uncommon 

success they’ve experienced. Find out the little-known secrets behind their 

success and how they found it. This unprecedented, powerful package of 

information will empower and catalyze success thinking, leading the viewer to visualize and 

create higher levels of influence and achievement in their life. Discover new personal vision and 

commitment to excellence in business and life through AC’s incredible Wealth of Knowledge©. 

 

Designed For Success (DFS) is Advantage Conferences interactive Two Day TRAINING 

WORKSHOP formulated to maximize individual productivity and longevity. DFS helps 

individuals achieve personal growth and more balanced lives through values insight and a more 

enlightened sense of personal strengths and proficiencies. DFS is the recommended beginning 

workshop for entrepreneurs and business owners who have yet to be involved in formal and/or 

fundamental personal development courses. DFS is the perfect educational springboard for those 

aspiring to attend the more advanced Millionaire Mindset Conference. This workshop lasts two 



full days, approximately 19 hours of enjoyable, yet highly effective training and interaction. The 

sessions are facilitated by certified trainers, whose clients over the past 15 years have included 

Nokia, Ford, AT&T and many other corporations in conjunction primarily with Human 

Resources departments. Workbook included. 

 

MMC-IV President’s Package – AC’s Ultimate Value Package includes: 

■ The Millionaire Mindset Conference —Live Two Day Conference & Six Mentoring Sessions 

with Multi-Millionaires. 

■ Weekly Millionaire Mindset Tele-Mentoring Calls (MMTM) —Full Year Subscription (sold 

separately for $995.00) — available immediately upon order. 

■ Wealth of Knowledge© —Over 10 hours of empowerment with hugely successful Multi-

millionaires (sold separately for $495.00) — shipped immediately upon order. 

■ MillionaireMindset Collection©—Ten, hour-long compact discs of training for entrepreneurs 

by author and AC President, Tim Darnell. (sold separately for $129.00) — shipped immediately 

upon order. 

■ Slay Your Giant© Audio! —Tim Darnell’s ground-breaking book on Compact Disc set (sold 

separately for $39.95) — shipped immediately upon order. 

■ Unlimited Slay Your Giant© Marketing Rights —MMC-IV President’s Package owners may 

distribute the electronic version of Tim Darnell’s new book, Slay Your Giant© to as many 

people as desired. At the end of the book, the President’s Package purchaser’s personalized 

contact information leads readers to their business! Available to MMC-IV purchasers only. 

■ Personalized Marketing Website —Contains the 3 Simple Steps, Representative marketing 

materials, access to dozens of recorded Mindset and Marketing Training Calls, and a whole host 

of tools for use in your AC business! (sold separately for $495.00) 

■ MMC Advantage —Attendance at All Subsequent Millionaire Mindset Conferences for 

$995.00 — 90 percent price reduction 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 07:28 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jack, 

 

now that your online please answer my questions.. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 07:35 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jack, 

 

Glad I caught you online, Willing to stay on here and debate me? 

 

JackWeinzierl 02-08-2007 07:39 AM 



 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

wishyouknew, there is no debate with someone hate-filled like you, SBM and BigFranky. You 

have attacked my good name and treated me and this Christ-centered company with complete 

disrespect. You have earned no respect in return. Just prayers. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 07:41 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jack, 

 

Thats an easy cop-out to avoid my questions!! I am not at all hate filled. I have been praying for 

you and Tim Darnell and All of the Reps at Advantage Conferences!!! 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 07:44 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jack, 

 

The fact of the matter is, Tim Darnell treated ME with Zero Respect.. 

 

Do you call Lies and deception RESPECT? 

 

I have been lied to and I don't like that. Don't know anyone who does.. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 07:47 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Tim told me that he was a member in good standing with the BBB.---This was untrue! 

He told me he would refund my money if I had any problems. No questions asked. --This was 

untrue! 

 

He told me all the products were federally trademarked.-- At the Time This was untrue. 

 

Jack, are you telling me that I was NOT lied to?  

 

In your post you make it out to be that WE at scam.com are in the minority here. When in fact, 

The BBB, The Judge, and The Houston Press also feel the same way we do. 

 

Have you and Tim Darnell been Honest with your reps in regards to the loss of the lawsuit and 



the details of it?  

 

Could you please post the TRUE earnings statements of the reps so we can learn their success 

rate?  

 

Why did Tim Darnell make so many changes to his website to cover up all of his dececption? 

 

Why did Tim Darnell try to renounce his citizenship in the US? 

 

Why has some of Tim Darnells past business ventures been the subject of Goverment Action 

againts them? 

 

Are you telling us that everything in the Houston Press Article is false? 

 

 

Jack hopefully you will answer my questions with honesty. 

 

Jack, the fact of the matter is, there as been MANY in depth investigations done on Advantage 

Conferences, by the BBB, Lawyers, Craig Malisow and many others. none of them have 

revealed anything positive about Advantage Conferences. 

 

Are trying to tell us that the BBB, the Lawyers, the Judge, Craig Malisow and us here at 

scam.com are all wrong and you, Tim and Advantage Conferences have been mistreated and 

slandered?  

 

 

I pray that you will see "the light" of truth and stop your efforts with Advantage Conferences. 

 

JackWeinzierl 02-08-2007 07:52 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

wishyouknew, again, you have attacked my good name on this specific thread and you deserve 

no respect in return. Your issue with Tim is between you and Tim. I have known Tim for 2 years 

now and I have never built a business with someone who is more committed to building a 

business with integrity. I personally could care less about past challenges people have and I 

know the truth first hand. I am not here to debate you on what you say he said, etc. That is 

between you and Tim. You lose all credibility posting to this thread that is a personal hate-filled 

attack on me. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 07:55 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jack, 



 

Are you telling me that everything in the Houston Press article is false? 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 07:56 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by JackWeinzierl  

wishyouknew, again, you have attacked my good name on this specific thread and you deserve 

no respect in return. Your issue with Tim is between you and Tim. I have known Tim for 2 years 

now and I have never built a business with someone who is more committed to building a 

business with integrity. I personally could care less about past challenges people have and I 

know the truth first hand. I am not here to debate you on what you say he said, etc. That is 

between you and Tim. You lose all credibility posting to this thread that is a personal hate-filled 

attack on me. 

 

Saying that you could personally care less about past challenges people have. 

 

Thats not a very Christian attitude don't you think? 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 07:58 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jack, 

 

I am not asking for your respect. I am asking for a truthful answer from YOU to my Questions.. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 08:10 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

[quote=JackWeinzierl]I personally could care less about past challenges people have QUOTE] 

 

Jack, do you really care less about past challenges people have? This is a very sad thing to say... 

 

Would you not agree that if ONE person gets hurt by Advantage Conferences that, thats one 

person Too many? 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 08:14 AM 



 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

The fact of the matter is Jack.. 

 

MANY people have been hurt financially and emotionally by Advantage Conferences.. 

 

Please understand this is not at all meant to be "hate filled" Just trying to get you to understand 

that you are blind to this.. 

 

Do you even Care to hear about the people who have been HURT by AC? 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 08:18 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Guess what everyone.. 

 

Jack decided he had enough tonight and signed off. 

 

Still no answer to my questions.. 

 

Jack was online for 30 + mins tonight and still he dodged my questions.. 

 

Soapboxmom 02-08-2007 08:34 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Jacko, 

 

Post number 97--you know the long, tedious and boring one--was the same drivel off of the AC 

pages you have posted a bazillion times. Are you to mentally deficient to debate the many issues 

raised here on these threads? Address the many real concerns raised here with some facts, Jack. 

Can't you think for yourself, or is regurgitating this tripe all you are capable of?  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

yossarian 02-08-2007 09:24 AM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 



Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

Jacko, 

 

Post number 97--you know the long, tedious and boring one--was the same drivel off of the AC 

pages you have posted a bazillion times. Are you to mentally deficient to debate the many issues 

raised here on these threads? Address the many real concerns raised here with some facts, 

Jack. Can't you think for yourself, or is regurgitating this tripe all you are capable of?  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

 

He is behaving like politicians do when they're backed into a corner by a simple, forthright 

question they don't have a good answer to. They disregard it, and instead answer as though they 

were asked a different question altogether. In cases where the evidence of guilt is undeniable, 

they often attempt to distract attention elsewhere. Deflect, dodge, counterattack. 

 

Case in point: 

 

SBM and WYK ask Jack repeatedly to refute the facts brought out by litigation and outside 

investigations.  

 

Jack replies with a copy/paste of AC's sales pitch and the occasional "I'm praying for you," or 

"You're such hate-filled people," or "I won't justify that with a response," none of which comes 

anywhere close to answering the simple question posed.  

 

He hasn't answered them in the past; he isn't answering them today. He will never answer them. 

Why? Because answering them honestly equates to an admission of guilt for swindling hundreds 

of reps out of thousands of dollars. 

 

There's still time to do the right thing, Jack. Admit your mistakes, pay for them, and become an 

honest member of society. I know greed is a hard drug to shake, but you've got to try. The streak 

won't last forever. One of these days, you'll make a misstep, forget to cover your tracks, and 

wind up serving five to ten in a cold room with no windows. It'll catch up to you, Jack. It always 

does. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-08-2007 05:30 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by JackWeinzierl  

Too funny that you continue to bash my good name and have provided nothing, nada to back it 

up.  



 

BigFranky for the last time, they are not paying that for just one conference. It shows your 

complete disregard for the truth. Folks can look at our full value proposition in previous posts. 

 

 

Jack, i really hope that this doesnt come out the wrong way.... but you truly dont have a good 

name. you decided to throw your reputation in the garbage when you took part in this obvious 

scam that has been documented as such in court, in the press, and in the general public.  

 

we have provided MANY solid arguments and insights against AC..... and we have also put 

forward MANY thought-provoking questions and informational requests as well.... you, my 

friend, are the one that is choosing not to refute the claims.... we have backed up all of our 

statements..... you havent backed up one of yours! 

 

numerous times we have requested information OTHER than what is printed in your marketing 

brochures or on your website..... Jack, that DOES NOT help your arguement.... not even close. it 

makes you look foolish. 

 

okay, okay, okay.... the $10,000 gets you more than a 2 day conference.... it also gives you some 

tapes and CD's.... oh yeah and a weekly telephone call.... seriously Jack.... how is anyone with an 

ounce of financial wisdom in their head supposed to take that seriously. 

 

come to think about it, at all of those conferences i mentioned that i attended in the above post? 

all of the speakers were selling books, tapes, and CD's, etc outside of the conference hall during 

intermissions.... if i were to purchase EVERY resource all of those speakers sold.... i still 

wouldnt have come close to spending $10,000!!!!! dont try to justify that ridiculous price by 

telling me that the "community" that these poor, misguided people are being suckered into is 

worth the price of admission!!!! 

 

please.... and i used to moan and groan about my monthly dues i paid my fraternity when i was in 

undergrad! $10,000 is a mighty expensive admission fee into the club Jack! last i checked.... 

being a Christian was free! 

 

JackWeinzierl 02-08-2007 05:34 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Actually, that is what Christ did. He did not look at a person's past, he looked at their future. That 

is what we are called to do. I can share dozens of stories in the Bible if you really need them.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  



Saying that you could personally care less about past challenges people have. 

 

Thats not a very Christian attitude don't you think? 

 
 

 

JackWeinzierl 02-08-2007 05:39 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Unbelievable posts this morning. You all have a blessed day. The debate regarding our value has 

taken place and you will never see that value, so the debate is useless. WYK, the only person 

"hurt" is someone who quits on their business and the ongoing mentoring. That is such a silly 

post, you wonder why your questions do not get answered. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-08-2007 05:42 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Saying that you could personally care less about past challenges people have. 

 

Thats not a very Christian attitude don't you think? 

 

 

you know what WYK? honestly that was the first thing i thought of when i read his comment 

too... 

 

i must say, that seriously caught me off guard, i was surprised to see him say that. even for Jack. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 05:49 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by JackWeinzierl  

Actually, that is what Christ did. He did not look at a person's past, he looked at their future. 

That is what we are called to do. I can share dozens of stories in the Bible if you really need 

them. 



 

 

 

Jack, What you typed and what Christ did was two diffrent things.. Christ forgave people and 

helped them. 

 

Christ never told anyone he did not care about them.. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 05:52 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by JackWeinzierl  

Unbelievable posts this morning. You all have a blessed day. The debate regarding our value 

has taken place and you will never see that value, so the debate is useless. WYK, the only 

person "hurt" is someone who quits on their business and the ongoing mentoring. That is such a 

silly post, you wonder why your questions do not get answered. 

 

Jack, would you not quit your job if you found out everything the President of the Company told 

you was a big LIE? And the rest was a bunch of FLUFF in an effort to con $10k out of you? 

 

I participated in the Conference and mentoring and found it to be a bunch of hype with no 

substantial life changing information. 

 

BIGfranky75 02-08-2007 05:52 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by JackWeinzierl  

Unbelievable posts this morning. You all have a blessed day. The debate regarding our value 

has taken place and you will never see that value, so the debate is useless. WYK, the only 

person "hurt" is someone who quits on their business and the ongoing mentoring. That is such a 

silly post, you wonder why your questions do not get answered. 

 

 

Jack c'mon now my friend.... you cant be serious. you havent provided any real value.... a true 

investor looks PAST the glossy marketing brochures! tell us more than the fluff.... tell us the 

REAL value... tell us who the speakers are/have been... you should be proud of this "flagship" 



product Jack.... why keep the speakers a secret? also, how many speakers have spoken at 

numerous conferences, Jack? this isnt simply a good ol' boys club doing each other favors, is it 

Jack? this is a valid question.... has there been conferences where a speaker that spoke at a prior 

conference (AC) was a speaker? please address this and explain. 

 

Jack, be honest, the reason that WYK's questions go unanswered is because you cant answer 

them.... you either have no answers or you cant afford to answer him honestly. 

 

its now getting to the point were i'm even getting PM's from current and former AC reps... why 

are all of these people petrified of you and Tim, Jack? the very essence of Christianity is built on 

LOVE.... yet it seems that there is an aura of FEAR built around these reps.... they are scared to 

come forward Jack.... a couple of them are currently involved but are scared to come forward.... 

why is that, Jack? 

 

Please explain.... i look forward to your response. 

 

Wishyouknew 02-08-2007 05:55 PM 

 
Re: Watch Out for 7KAdvantage/Jack Weinzierl is an EVIL Rat! Liar and Scammer! 
  

Yes, Jack, I have been getting PM's too from current reps who are too scared to come forward 

and were NEVER told about any lawsuit or how it ended. 

 

They had to come to scam.com to find the facts. 

 

 

 

All times are 

GMT -5. The 

time now is 

08:35 PM. 
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